with the consequence that man no longer has to be responsible for himself, nor for other beings or entities. Everything will be done for him and he must only make himself available. That is the opposite, precisely the antithesis, of the personal giving of a true relation . In this way ' man ' becomes like the wheel in a machine. The machine needs that wheel, so the latter must give itself without responsibility. 1 Like this example, tourism 2 may constitute an expression of an individual ' s surrender to an apparatus that welcomes, protects and guides.
According to Buber, the individual becomes a person when he is a being who establishes ' relations ' with other human beings, the ' I-THOU ' relation. This is the only means whereby an individual can become a person . Society, a huge relation of human beings, is real only to the extent that it consists of specifi c and authentic inter-human meetings amongst ' men ' . ' Man-with-Man ' -that is what a community consists of, the prevalence of the relational pattern ' I-THOU ' amongst men.
A key word in Buber ' s thought is ' relation ' . This fundamental idea will be used in this paper to understand the hospitality concept. We will analyse how the dialogical principle of Martin Buber helps us to understand the difference between a tourist ' experience ' and a hospitality ' relation ' .
I-Thou and I-It
Martin Buber uses two principle-words, ' I-Thou ' and ' I-It ' to cover every possible kind of encounter, neither being good or evil as such. We simply live this polarity and it does not apply solely to inter-human issues, but rather to any and all forms of ' between. '
The ' I-Thou ' relation is the most unique feature of being human. It is the ability to have a face-to-face relation with the other, a direct relation harboring both dialogue and encounter. This ' I-Thou ' encounter requires no concepts or certainties. When I relate to any ' Thou ' I hazard into an unknown adventure, with no sure defi nitions or classifi cations.
When I interact with ' It ' , I always confront something I know, that I have known as an ' It ' , and about which I might wish to know more through my actions of knowledge. When I relate to a ' Thou ' , I always have before me a person whom I do not know entirely, and whom I will never know unless I listen to what the person ' s presence tells me and what that person lets me know of themself.
The distinctive characteristics of the two principle-words ' I-It ' and ' I-Thou ' , according to Buber, reside principally in the difference between a ' relation ' and an ' experience ' .
The relation between an ' I ' and a ' Thou ' is immediate; the interaction between them happens without the interposition of any concept, any imagination or fantasy. Each one is, for the other, a pure presence . Exactly because of that it is an action that happens only in the present time.
The experience between an ' I ' and an ' It ' doesn ' t happen in the present time, even if the two persons are simultaneously one in front of the other. The ' I-It ' experience happens in the past time, because it has been anticipated by preconceptions that each one had previously about the other. The ' I ' in an ' I-It ' relation is not in front of a presence , but in front of an object previously judged and valuated.
The sadness in this process as well as in our fate, according to Buber, 3 is the fact that each ' Thou ' must necessarily become an ' It ' . Though this presence may have been exclusive, as soon as it is no longer felt or is permeated by various mediations, the ' Thou ' becomes a thing among things, an ' It ' . The relation becomes an experience and I have in front of me an object , describable, decomposable, and classifi able.
Buber stresses that the principle-word and the experience ' I-It ' in itself is not evil because it is inevitable for us classify and describe relations . It is an intellectual activity, proper to human beings. Evil lies only in the fact that the term purports to embody everything. If man allows it, the growing world of ' It ' will invade him and his own ' I ' will be lost. 4
Tourism as an Experience: Past and Object
Tourism 5 -as an industry that creates and commercialises a service -is construed to offer an ' experience ' . This experience is carried through many modalities of services, following steps previously determined. It may include transportation, hotel accommodation and programmed tours that are conducted by a ' tour guide ' .
The tourist buys a travel product, i.e., pays to acquire a lived ' experience ' that conforms to information described in promotional catalogues. These travel products are experiences , according to Buber ' s thought: happening in the past time because the traveller lives something that had been described and prefi gured before departure. Tourists brings with them all the concepts and classifi cations previously created about the place and the locals. The latter are the objects of the tourism experience.
Tourist travel, as described above, is related to the principle-word ' I-It ' . The tourist leaves home and brings in their luggage images and concepts about what and who they will meet; in this way the tourist ' has already lived ' the contact with the inhabitants and their local culture. These concepts a priori create a block -or make almost impossible -any possibility to live a ' relation ' , this because the relation is a pure presence, without conceptual anticipations.
One example of this conceptual anticipation is the description of some places as ' exotic ' . The ' exotic ' concept, as applied to places or people, is a perfect expression of the anticipation created by the tourist industry when commercialising an experience . The ' exotic ' transforms everything into an object of appreciation: the local community and the place are already judged and valuated.
Every tourism experience has a determined object that is apprehended. The tourist may grasp it as an image and take a photo in admiration. S/he may learn more about it or hear about its history and details from the tour guide. Using these means, the tourist experiences a specific place, being the ' I ' in the principle-word ' I-It ' . The ' I-It ' emerges as egotistic and has a strong self-awareness as the core subject of an experience when visiting (traveling through) a community and discovering its ' attractions. ' The local community is expected in turn to make room for the arriving visitor, adapting and performing for him/her. This performance express that they are an ' It ' , an object for the tourist. Changing viewpoint to consider a member of the local community in terms of an ' I ' in the principle-word ' I-It ' -and consequently the tourist as an ' It ' -everything still remains the same. The tourist, for the local community, is also an object , from which it is possible to profi t or that represents a work opportunity. 6 At this point it is important to remember that human beings don ' t participate in the world only through experiences . They can also know and pronounce the principle-word ' I-Thou ' which provides the foundation for the world of the relation . The implication, in terms of the concerns of this paper, is that human beings can live ' hospitality relations ' .
Hospitality as a Relation: Presence and Present
We described how tourism is an expression of the principle-word ' I-It ' , being an experience that is prefi gured by already-existing concepts and images. In this sense it happens fundamentally in the past . Now we will present the hospitality concept.
Hospitality can be defi ned, using Buber ' s dialogic principle, as a relation , i.e., an expression of the principle-word ' I-Thou ' , being pronounced between a guest, ' I ' and host -' Thou ' . As explained before, between this ' I ' and the respective ' Thou ' there are no intermediations or preconceptions, imaginations or fantasy. Therefore a ' guest ' takes part in a meeting that happens totally in the present . In this case, they must not bring with them a priori concepts about the inhabitants of the place, or at least not allow themself to be a prisoner of these concepts. The other that presents in front of the ' guest ' in a hospitality relation, is the ' host ' . The host cannot be described or objectifi ed: he/she is a ' Thou ' . This means that the ' I ' as the guest has in front of them a presence , not an object.
The relation can begin when a traveller, without preconceptions or prefi gured images, encounters a community, a monument, a natural environment or a cultural expression. Either out of personal choice or touched by grace, as Buber argues, such a traveller encountering one of these ' attractions ' might be led into a relation with it; it is no longer an ' It ' , or even a ' tourist attraction ' , it is now a presence . Something happened, and it was precisely during this moment that the relation was established. Now the threshold is surely not specifi cally between ' experience ' and ' non-experience ' but rather between the ' Thou ' and the ' It ' , between a presence and an object . 7 When this relation is established between a traveller -' I ' -and a member (or members) of a local community -' Thou ' -the hospitality relation starts.
According to Buber, the ' I-Thou ' relation is established necessarily in a mutual way. 8 Consequently, the concept of ' hospitality ' applies both to the ' guest ' and to the ' host. ' They share the hospitality ' relation ' on an equal basis. Because of that, the guest creates necessarily the host and vice-versa.
There is no egotistic core in such a relation . This core is found only in a tourist experience . A ' guest ' as the ' I ' in the principle-word ' I-Thou ' , emerges as a person and is aware of his own subjectivity. A person becomes a person at the very moment he enters in a relation with other persons; this is a fundamental point of Buber ' s thought. Relationships are the specifi c way through which we become ' persons ' . Therefore hospitality relations, -as any other relations , are relevant.
The only purpose of the relation is the being, i.e., a contact with the ' Thou ' . Such is the relation that strikes between a guest and his host. The community welcomes the arriving visitor. Period. There is nothing else to add. A unique relation starts between the guest and one or more members of that community.
The etymology of the term ' hospitality ' shows that the word comes from the Latin ' hospes ' [the guest] and ' hostipotis ' [the lord of the foreign land]; this latter word is composed by the word ' potis ' [lord, master] and the word ' hostis ' [the stranger, the enemy]. Progressively the signifi cation was changed from ' enemy ' / ' stranger ' to ' friend ', 9 i.e., the ' stranger ' was progressively considered a ' friend ' . What also disappeared was the distinction between who receives (the host) and who is received (the guest); they are both part of the hospitality relation , in which they share an equal condition. 10 One is not more important than the other. Hospitality requires their availability to each other, exactly as affi rmed by Buber: ' relation is reciprocity. ' 11 Buber also points out that the ' I-Thou ' and ' I-It ' modalities are not permanent, but that nevertheless they retain the two human poles: the personal and the egotistic one. Each one of us lives in the heart of this twofold ' I ' . 12 These two extremes are neither static nor permanent references. Thus, there are not two rigid types of visitors, the ' tourist ' and the ' guest. ' Each visitor lives in this twofold setting. These are the extremes of this twofold setting: a) Tourism as mass consumption, where travel is programmed, the tourist and the tour operator defi ne what will be done and what will be visited according to their prior conceptions and the tourist pays to have an ' experience -I-It ' -and is protected and conducted; b) Hospitality, where the guest lives a ' relation -I-Thou ' that is not programmed but spontaneous, that happens between a traveller and a local habitant whereby each one is a ' presence ' to the other.
Buber ' s point that the ' I-Thou ' and ' I-It ' modalities are not permanent, can be applied to tourism ( ' I-It ' experience) and to hospitality ( ' I-Thou ' relations) in which neither are fi xed nor invariant. This can be particularly applied to hospitality relations. Buber observes that there is a certain instability in relations : each presence can become an ' It ' , a thing among things, an ' object ' . This happens because human beings have the capacity and the tendency to describe, decompose and classify things as well as other human beings. The guest and the host cannot escape this destiny, thus becoming respectively a ' tourist ' and a ' service supplier ' . How or when this transformation happens cannot be determined or controlled: the relations cannot be programmed or foreseen. As said, the ' tourism experience ' puts the ' tourist ' in the center, offering many kinds of previously programmed services. Many employees serve the tourist, carrying out the activities that make part of the experience. Local inhabitants, for example, are part of this group of employees, working in hotels, bars or restaurants, supplying transportation or presenting shows. The kind of interactions between they and the tourist is strongly defi ned. These defi ned roles protect one from another, preventing them living a spontaneous relation . However the tourist and the local inhabitants -in some unexpected and uncontrolled way -can surpass this limitation and establish a relation . A relation, according to Buber, cannot be programmed;it happens as a ' grace ' . It is not possible to foresee when and if an object will become a presence . Probably this can only happen if they are able to leave behind their specifi c roles and preconceptions about each other.
The Design Process
Given what has been presented above, it now needs to be asked about whether it is possible to design tourism services and hospitality relations. The key word of hospitality is ' relation ' . We have just seen that relations happens in the present time; they are spontaneous and occur without any conceptual anticipation.
On the other hand, the design process includes ' anticipation ' . 13 The designer anticipates -in a mental project or scheme -what will happen through the design of services (whether rticulating existing services or creating new ones) to satisfy requirements (transport, eating, sleeping, viewing, touring, etc) . So the traveller fulfi lls procedures already designed. The fundamental time of these actions -considering the designer and the traveller -is the past . This is the time of ' I-It ' experiences.
In fact, tourism experiences are totally conducted through services offered, and these services are the result of a design process that has anticipated and controlled -as much as possible -all the variables involved.
It is simple to understand how it is possible to design tourism experiences . The problem consists in whether it is possibile to design ' hospitality. ' Hospitality is about the relation between two human beings: it is clearly impossible to project one ' s own ' relation ' directly and intentionally . The relations , in the Buberian sense, cannot be anticipated, as they happen entirely in the present time: consequently they cannot be the result of a design process. Hospitality, as an ' I ' and ' Thou ' relation, can harbor no interplay of concepts, no scheme, no fantasy, no project. Every means is an obstacle and the encounter, i.e the relation , will occur only to the extent that all means can be removed. 14 Therefore it is clearly impossible to design a hospitality relation itself. But a designer can go in the direction of hospitality, this by introducing the concept of ' vulnerability ' .
Vulnerability and Invulnerability
The term ' vulnerability ' comes from the Latin words vulnerare , vulnerabilis, meaning ' capable of being wounded ' , or ' able to be hurt ' . It is thus usually construed in a negative sense as a weakness to be avoided or overcome.
In the process of design, likewise, the probability that a given product may be misused, not meet its function effectively, become broken in use, may damage the environment; or that a service may occasionally become ineffective; these are seen as vulnerabilities to be avoided or overcome.
If ' vulnerability ' is understood in this manner, the idea of taking it into consideration might sound paradoxical. However, in the Buberian approach to ' relations ' this paradox must be taken into account. The possibility of an ' I-Thou ' relation , and therefore of something most uniquely human, arises precisely from the vulnerability of an ' I ' as it faces a ' Thou ' and vice-versa.
The etymological analysis of the word ' hospitality ' makes clear that the ' hospitality ' concept comprises essentially an ' encounter ' . As discussed above, initially the word expressed an encounter between strangers, accompanied by fear; but progressively the word ' hospitality ' came to refer to an encounter between friends. However the word has always meant a personal encounter, i.e., the word hospitality express that one person is not anonymous or indifferent to the other. In hospitality relations, each one feels their own vulnerability to the other.
Vulnerability is the key word to understand how the hospitality process starts. Hospitality happens when the conditions are created in which an ' I ' can be vulnerable to a ' Thou ' and vice-versa. Being ' vulnerable ' corresponds exactly to the possibility to ' be hurt ' , not in a negative sense, but in the sense of ' to feel ' or ' be affected or touched ' . I ' m ' vulnerable ' then the other can really ' touch ' and ' affect ' me. Hospitality happens only when a human being is vulnerable to another; they are present 15 ( presence ) to each other.
On the other hand, tourism creates invulnerability . The ' I ' is a priori closed to having an ' I-Thou ' relation . As has been argued, tourism 16 is construed to offer an ' experience -I-It ' in which the tourists and the local community have pre-defi ned roles. Vulnerability is not an essential part of the tourism activity and is not included in any senses of the word ' tourism ' . 17 The ' I ' -tourist is anonymous. The tourist is ' one more ' , dissolved into a group observing an ' attraction ' or listening to the explanations of the guide. If the tourism ' attraction ' is a human being, this person can give feedback to the group or to an individual tourist, but the possibility that this interaction can evolve into a ' relation ' is minimal. The schedules to follow, the predetermined roles and the anonymity all create invulnerability, making it diffi cult to live an ' I-Thou ' relation . Moreover, the tourism ' experience ' is also a mental operation to confi rm to ideas that the tourist has had prefi gured (and has paid for) about a specifi c object : the tourist ' attractions ' . A mental operation doesn ' t require vulnerability to work. The tourist can remain invulnerable observing ' attractions ' . Nothing in the tourism service itself stimulates the tourist to get involved with these ' attractions ' or be directly affected by them.
Vulnerability as a Project Intent: Designing Hospitality
We have characterised the differences between tourism and hospitality thus: tourism as a designed service, prefi gured ( past ) to create a condition of invulnerability; hospitality as happening in the present moment, requiring reciprocal vulnerability between an ' I ' and a ' Thou ' .
This poses the dilemma. If it is not possible to anticipate a hospitality relation , and if this relation cannot be intermediated by concepts, instruments or anything else, how can it be possible to design it? In fact it is not possible to directly design hospitality. This also means it cannot be considered as a project objective. Hospitality is a relation : relations are uncontrollable and unexpected. It remains only possibile to design hospitality indirectly, i.e., to enunciate the project objective in a negative sense, according to the following: " Don ' t hinder 18 the human capacity to develop a (hospitality) relation. "
As any decision to attempt to project ' hospitality ' itself -i.e. the ' I-Thou ' relation -is obviously impossible, the only feasible projectual approach is to project ' vulnerability, ' which is indeed projectable. This corresponds to clearly defi ning ' vulnerability ' itself as a project objective.
Projecting ' vulnerability ' means banking on the possibility that an ' I ' will be vulnerable to a ' Thou ' as the project goal, i.e. the possibility of the visitor being ' vulnerable ' to the presence of the other and thus having the choice of becoming or not becoming a ' guest. ' On the other hand, there is an equal chance that the local community members will be also vulnerable to the visitor. 19 Perhaps no ' relation ' will effectively occur between them, but a hospitality service -considering the hospitality concept that we have just proposed in this paper -should not be designed a priori so as to prevent that possibility.
Only a possibility is able to be projected. No project or managerial tool can necessarily ensure or induce the development of a ' relation. '
Conclusion
This paper thus fi nishes knowing that there are many questions to be answered. We have been able only to affi rm this: that hospitality can only be designed as a service that doesn ' t hinder the possibility of developing a relation . But we are left with methodological questions such as:
How can ' vulnerability ' can be enunciated as a project • objective? How could a designer lead a project process with a fi nal • objective enunciated in a negative sense? How can the hospitality relation be ' translated ' into a service? • Can this be a service that is paid for?
What has been presented in this paper raises some questions about the possibilities and limits of the design of services. Services are a cobweb of interactions between men and women. Refl ection about the design of services needs to construct a consistent philosophical inquiry about these human interactions in order to try to understand what can and cannot be designed. The aim has been to contribute to this refl ection by considering the philosophical anthropology and the dialogical principle of Martin Buber.
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